
New bus timetables came into 
force from February 24th.

Journeys along Warwick Road are 
not significantly affected, apart from 
the loss of later evening services. 
Unexpected service reductions 
beyond Knowle towards Dorridge, 
and Chadwick End, however, have 
caused issues for regular users. 

Buses to Dorridge have been 
reduced from 30 per weekday to 
13, with up to 75 minutes between 
them at peak times. The service to 
Chadwick End has been reduced 
from hourly to every two hours.

The Society is looking at the 
impact of the service changes on 
local bus users. If you are affected, 
please complain to Transport for 
West Midlands (customerservices@
tfwm.org.uk) but also send details to 
details to Dave Pinwell (newsletter@
knowlesociety.org.uk).

Although, under the franchise, 
the new A3 route is being operated 
by Silverline Landflight of Vulcan 
Road, Solihull and the 87, 88 and 
88A by Johnsons Coach and Bus 
Travel of Henley-in-Arden, they are 
not responsible for timetabling.

(Community Services News continues 
on page 6)

. 
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New Bus Services Give Rise to Concern
Wychbold Swan Rescue
Jan Harrigan
Vélo Birmingham & Midlands 
Beware multiple road closures around Knowle (see page 8)
Knowle Fun Run 
Further road closures around Knowle 
Tales of a Farmer’s Wife
Jane Barnes 
Wills, Probate and Inheritance
Edward Jones
Stroll and Pub Walk, Hockley Heath, 2 miles
Meet and and end up at the Wharf Inn, park at far end of the car park 
Shipwrecked in Antarctica
Georgie Hale

Monday April 15th
8.00pm in the Village Hall 
Sunday May 12th
7.15am to 3.45pm
Sunday May 19th
11.45am to 2.00pm
Monday May 20th
8.00pm in the Village Hall
Monday June 17th
8.00pm in the Village Hall
Wednesday June 26th
7.00pm at Hockley Heath
Monday July 15th
8.00pm in the Village HallEv
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New A3 service stops at Station Road on its first day of operation
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During the short journey home after our AGM in 
February (see opposite) which, I believe, was 

the second-best attended, it occurred to me that it 
felt hardly more than five minutes since I prepared 
my first contribution for the Newsletter as Chair of 
your Society, at this time last year.

This brief reflection took me to think about time 
which passed when l was at school and, although I 
was told then that this was ‘the best time of my life’, 
it never appeared to be so.  Time then seemed to drag 
by very slowly but, of course, each minute of every 
hour was exactly the same as it is now. It is just that 
now I am doing so many things each day which I want 
to do, rather than at school when it was because I had 
to do them. 

Hopefully we all go through life doing things, in 
the main, which we want to do and, quite often, enjoy 
doing them as well, thus giving us the impression that 
time has speeded up.  

Each day of life is not a practice for the next, but 
an opportunity to make our time count, and the 
wonders of modern living, with many electronic 
aids, enable us to do so much more each day, and far 
more quickly, than it was ever possible to do in the 
past.

Unfortunately, the one inescapable fact with time, 
which now seems to fly past, is that we are all getting 
older. All local volunteer groups survive as a result of 
residents willing to continually and freely give part of 
their time which, in some way, is intended to be for 
the benefit of our fellow residents.  

This does not just apply to the Society but also 
to all of those many and diverse organisations and 
groups, numbering about 50, listed in the Parish 
Magazine.  

As time does pass us by, it means inevitably that 
those residents who help with the organisation of 
these groups, when age does catch them up, like 
to think there will be someone else willing to take 
up the reins.  Thankfully, this does seem to happen 
and there does not appear to be any reduction in the 
number of volunteer groups in Knowle.

This Society has, of course seen its own changes, 
not only by those individual volunteers  who deliver 
this Newsletter, but also across the whole spectrum 
of our committee members as well, of course, as 
Trustee Directors, the number of which is now, I 
believe, at an all-time low.

I, and past Chairs, have in the past made various 
appeals calling for new blood to help the Society 
continue, and even improve, what we do for 
everyone’s benefit. 

Unfortunately, this has been with only limited 
success and, increasingly, we really do need additional 
support.    

Consequently, with our Trustee Directors now 
down to just eleven in number (our constitution 
permits sixteen), I make no apology for parodying 
the closing sentence of President Kennedy’s 1961 
Inauguration Speech:

“ask not what your Society can do for you, ask what 
you can do for your Society”.

If you are able and would like to increase your 
involvement, please do let me know.  Thank you.

Andrew Marston,
chairman@knowlesociety.org.uk

Knowle 774082

Inauguration of John F Kennedy (see penultimate paragraph)

The Passage of Time Increases Demand for ‘New Blood’
Andrew Marston reflects on the need for more volunteer assistance
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Tetrapaks, foil (clean), metal biscuit tins and greeting 
cards without glitter are fine in the brown bin but 
it is “no, thanks” to plastic toys, wallpaper, shredded 
paper and much more. Apparently, the latter can 
easily tangle itself up in the sorting machines!

Kalen then talked through what happens to the 
materials in their recycling journey, starting with 
their sorting and separation at the MRF (Materials 
Recycling Facility) in Birmingham. After that, glass, 
for instance, moves on to a specialist plant in West 
Yorkshire to be made into new glass products and 
even road aggregates!

If you missed Kalen’s presentation, we encourage 
you to take a look now and see if you can improve 
your recycling. You can find a copy on the Society’s 
website  at www.knowlesociety.org.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2019/03/recycling_solihull.pdf. 

Waste and Recycling Guidance Followed our AGM  
And news from the meeting itself on 23rd February 2019

Kalen Wood

A
nnual G

eneral M
eeting 2019

With a near record attendance of 70 members 
present, despite the lure of one of the warmest 

and sunniest February days on record, the Society’s  
AGM began with our Chairman, Andrew Marston, 
recapping the many highlights of the year. 

These included our contribution, alongside others, 
to the battle for extended free parking, refurbishment 
of the War Memorial and support for the 
Neighbourhood Plan as well as the 50th Anniversary 
Celebration for the Conservation Area. 

He also thanked the Trustee Directors, committee 
members and all of our volunteers for their 
contributions to another successful year.

He closed by thanking Bill Bohanna, who was 
stepping down as a Trustee Director, for his many 
achievements since taking up the role in 2009 and 
especially during his three years as Chairman. 

After our Treasurer, David Watson, presented the 
last year’s accounts (now available on our website) the 
four officers of the Society and a number of Trustee 
Directors were re-elected and our Independent 
Examiner was re-appointed.

A refreshment break followed the formal business, 
with a variety of delicious cakes washed down with tea 
and coffee. Following this, the audience regathered 
for a most interesting presentation about waste and 
recycling in the borough from our guest speaker, 
Solihull’s Head of Waste and Recycling, Kalen Wood.

She outlined the scope of the service, including 
collection of almost 100,000 tonnes of waste a year 
from around 94,000 properties. Recycling, she said, 
currently represents 41% of the waste collected, split 
into 20% for composting and 21% sent for re-use. 

A most helpful summary of what should and should 
not be put in the green and brown bins and black 
recycling boxes proved extremely informative and 
occasionally surprising. Some things many thought 
could not be recycled can be and vice versa.

Glass of all colours and bottles with non-removable 
tops can be put in the black boxes. However, broken 
glass should be safely wrapped and put in regular 
waste because of the danger to collection crews.
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Hot off the press, so to speak, is the announcement 
of the hoped for result of a majority ‘yes’ vote in 

favour of the Neighbourhood Plan in the Referendum 
held on 14 March (see opposite page).

This means that the efforts put in by all of some 
900 Forum members in pursuit of their hopes and 
aspirations have been achieved.  I am sure you all 
agree and join with me in giving them all a very big 
‘thank you’ for a job well done.

On matters closer to home, we have looked at 
quite a number of new planning applications and 
although each is important, we continue to do our 
best in endeavouring to achieve that only ‘acceptable 
developments’ take place.  

The second attempt by the relevant Health 
Authority to have a very high wooden fence erected 
around the rear gardens of Dan Mooney House, off 
Downing Close, was refused by the Council at their 
last meeting in February.

The ever continuing matter of the proposed 
change of use of the long disused public conveniences 
at the junction of Warwick Road and Station Road 
to a small office is not yet determined.  An update 
from the Case Officer, after several discussions, is 
still awaited.

Two major applications are due to be heard at 
once towards the end of March and these are for both 
proposed M42 service areas, one off Hampton Lane 
adjacent to its bridge over the M42 and the other 
between the motorway and Gate Lane.  

Objections have already been made to both proposals 
due to the perceived adverse impact on Knowle’s 
existing infrastructure from increased traffic 
volumes.  Unfortunately, it is difficult to judge which 
way the Council’s Planning Committee will go in 
their deliberations. We will let you know the result.

The biggest problem we have is with Permitted 
Development Rights (PDR), ie extensions which 
require no planning consent. Currently, an increased 
area is permitted up to 50% of the original 
undeveloped area of the site of the house concerned.  

However, there are also certain other restricting 
factors amongst the eight different classes of such 
permitted development. The net result is that we 
face an ever increasing complexity of legislation that 
means relevant developments utilising PDR can only 
be verified from visual inspections.  

In the meantime, we need to consider applications 
which are submitted for extensions which fall outside 
PDR because some factor or other of the proposal 
means that they fail to meet the criteria for permitted 
development.

Finally, the necessary Response from the Society 
to the informal Supplementary Consultation process 
of the latest draft Local Plan, “Reviewing the Plan for 
Solihull’s Future (January 2019)”, will be submitted 
to the Council in good time.

Andrew Marston
Knowle 774082

planning@knowlesociety.org.ukA
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The Challenges of Permitted Development Rights 
And other news from the Planning Committee

Station Road conveniences - change of use not yet deternined Gate Lane - site of future Motorway Services?
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A Landslide Vote in Favour of our Neighbourhood Plan
Andrew Marston reflects on how it came to pass

Towards the end of that year, just before we went to 
print to promote the first meeting, the Council, now 
being extremely helpful and proactive, suggested we 
should include Dorridge in the Neighbourhood Plan 
area!

Once the resultant panic had died down, contact 
was made with Dorridge and District Residents 
Association, which very quickly made the decision 
to join in the fun. By mid-December 2014, the first 
meeting was held in Arden Academy. It was attended 
by some 200 local people, all of whom wanted to 
know more about it.

After two hours of explanation of what it would 
mean for those who wanted to be involved, ie hard 
work and many hours to be given up, this was 
followed by another, much smaller, meeting during 
the following February in Knowle Village Hall.  
Present were more than the twenty-one minimum 
required by the Act therefore it looked as though 
there was a chance of a positive result.

What followed, we can only say, is history. With 
such a positive result in favour of the Plan which has 
been created by the Forum, now some 900 strong in 
membership, I am left only to give each one of those 
involved a very big ‘thank you’. 

Everything you have done and the sacrifices you 
have made have ensured that the culmination of those 
efforts, the referendum result, is a great success. It 
is, I can assure you, much appreciated by everyone 
in Knowle, Dorridge and Bentley Heath.  Thank you.

Andrew Marston

It was approaching midnight on Thursday 14th 
March when a hush came over everyone gathered 

in the hall of Dorridge Methodist Church in Mill 
Lane.

The ballot boxes from the various polling stations 
which had opened at 7.00am that morning had all 
arrived by 10.30pm, less than two hours earlier.  
Everything was ready on their arrival to start the 
count of all those votes cast during the day. 

In addition, two very large boxes had also arrived. 
These contained the postal votes and were opened 
first. Council officers, seated at the two tables, found 
themselves facing a very large number of voting slips 
to be counted.

These were followed, one by one, by the polling 
station ballot boxes which were also emptied onto 
the two tables. During the next hour and a half, there 
was very little sound save that of rustling paper.

When, finally, the count was completed, the 
numbers were checked to make sure none had been 
missed and the result announced. 

A total of 5,056 said ‘yes’ for the Plan, with just 
207 saying ‘no’ and only 8 spoilt papers.  The total 
number of votes represented 35.66% of the eligible 
electorate which, as considered by all those from the 
Council, was a very good turnout.

In consequence, our Neighbourhood Plan is now 
Solhull Council Policy.

I recall how it all started, with the passing of the 
Localism Act in 2011. When it was first examined 
by our Planning Committee we realised that a 
Neighbourhood Plan, as created by that legislation, 
was something we needed to adopt for Knowle. 
Our recommendation to that effect was followed by 
Society’s Trustee Directors voting to confirm their 
agreement.  

Consequently, a long journey commenced with an 
initial approach, early in 2013, to Solihull Council. 
At that stage, when we were in front of the officers, 
they did not realise they were to be a very large part 
of the process. That situation did not last long!

Time passed as we made enquiries of other Councils 
of their experiences and, supported by Government 
Guidance, met with the local Councillors to agree 
the proposed Plan Area during 2014.  

Always, at the back of our minds, we were thinking 
about the way forward and how to bring other local 
individuals together who would accept the challenge 
and be part of a twenty-one strong (the minimum 
number required) Neighbourhood Forum.  

N
eighbourhood Plan
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Some Good News about Parking at Last
and more Community Services News

The first item of Community Services news this 
time illustrates the benefit for our members  of 

the good working relationships which the Society has 
with our local businesses and Councillors.

PARKING
Our thanks must go to our elected Councillors 
who all agreed with us that a half an hour of free 
parking was not working and, in different ways, fully 
supported the drive for a reassessment. 

As a result, an increase to one hour of free parking 
was successfully achieved, having been presented to 
and approved at the full Council meetings. 

The arguments were backed by evidence from 
ourselves and our local traders, tabled at meetings 
which we all attended, with a representative of 
Solihull Council, to put the case. 

This time, we were listened to, so thank you to 
Solihull Council. 

We have been advised that the one hour free will 
come into effect in early April. Other tariffs will 
remain the same. It will cost 40p fto stay for a second 
hour. Additional time must be paid for on arrival, it 
is not permissible to go back and feed the machine.

Also, on the parking front, I participated in a walk 
round of the machines, checking out their functions. 
We identified several inconsistencies along with 
some lighting issues and we are now working to get 
them rectified.

POLICE
PCSO Mark Rice has provided an update on local 
police activty, as follows:: 
• Beat surgeries have been stopped due to lack of 

people attending;
• A Streetwatch has been set up in Knowle with 40 

volunteers and they will start patrolling very soon;
• In April, a Speedwatch group should start going 

out in Knowle and monitoring vehicle speeds in 
different locations.  Drivers who are exceeding 
the speed limit will receive a letter. Persistent 
offenders will be caught with the Laser Pro and 
tickets will be issued.

• The team has had good results regarding drug 
dealing in Knowle, issuing a couple of warrants in 
Knowle and also monitoring for ASB, paying visits 
to individual’s homes and the schools;

• Presentations to schools regarding County Lines 
have also been undertaken;

Mark can be contacted via m.rice@west-midlands.
pnn.police.uk

AIRPORT
Nick Barton has been appointed CEO of Birmingham 
airport. He was previously CEO of London Luton 
Airport.

KNOT GARDEN
The Knot Garden (pictured above), along with The 
Owl, has wintered well and our thanks are due again 
to Mick Watson for his work. We may need some 
more funding for 2019/20 and 2020/21. 

If anyone, or a business, would be willing to make 
a contribution please contact me via the address 
below.  The annual cost is around £1500 +VAT. 

My thanks again for the donations for 2018/19 
from Solihull Council, Knowle and Dorridge Lions 
and Avon Homes.

LITTER PICK AND TIDY UP
I am planning to organise a litter pick throughout the 
village and a tidy up of the raised flower beds in the 
St Johns Way precinct and corner of Lodge Road/
Station Road on Wednesday 10th April.

Regular volunteers should have had an email! I am 
always happy to have some more – and we do have 
some fun. It is amazing what you can pick up in the 
hedgerows and streets! 

This will also support the Great British Spring 
Clean initiative, the national campaign which runs 
between March 23rd and April 20th.

Lilla Baker, Knowle 739073
communityservices@knowlesociety.org.ukLi
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Exhibitions Schedule for the Next Year 
Local History Centre Exhibition News

Janet Eržen, Local H
istory

Funds Raised from Christmas Cards for Fisher House
The final total raised for Fisher House from our 
Christmas cards was £620 for which we have 
received a very nice Certificate of Appreciation, 
shown opposite.  

Again, our thanks go to Mike Humphreys for 
painting the annual picture for our cards, to all of you 
who purchase them and, of course, to the Charity 
Christmas Card shop and their volunteers in Knowle 
Library for selling them.  

Not to be forgotten, thanks also to the Society’s 
Local History team for the work they do each year 
in organising the printing, packaging, pricing and 
delivery to the Charity shop in time for opening day.  

.Janet Eržen

Whitehead’s Butcher’s Shop, 1692 High Street, early 1900s. Now Ivory Tower Bridal Couture.

The chosen names will be accompanied by an 
appropriate photograph and/or a painting by local 
artist Mike Humphreys.

Janet Eržen,
Knowle 779040

history@knowlesociety.org.uk

The exhibition presently showing 
in the Local History Centre 

(upstairs in Knowle Library) 
comprises a variety of photographs 
of shops on the High Street, showing 
the changes from the 1890s to the 
present day. 

It is entitled “A Century of Knowle 
High Street Shops” and has had some 
very good reviews already. 

Please visit if you possibly can. If 
you visit during the week when there 
are no stewards on duty, we would 
be very pleased if you could sign our 
visitor’s book and also leave your 
own review. 

These reviews and comments 
help us to get some idea of the sort 
of exhibitions people like to see and 
help us to plan ahead for them. The book is usually on 
the table or on top of the cabinets.  Thank you.

The next exhibition, probably about June time 
will be entitled “Down Your Way” and will explain 
the history behind some of the street/place names 
in Knowle.  
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Some Knowle residents may find it challenging to 
get where they want to go on May 12th this year. 

If travelling, it will be a good idea to plan in advance.
Vélo Birmingham & Midlands is a cycle race 

predicted to involve 17,000 cyclists. To accommodate 
it, a 100 mile route from Birmingham to Coventry 
and back will be closed to traffic for much of the day.

In Knowle the route comes up Norton Green 
Lane from Packwood, onto the Warwick Road, 
then left onto Station Road, down Widney Road 
and off towards Box Trees, where Stratford Road 
will be closed. Warwick Road will also be closed at 
Chadwick End.

Those on the Middlefiield estate and Grove Road 
will be cut off from the centre of Knowle during the 

closures, which will last from 7:15am  to 3:45pm. 
Milverton Road will be cut off from vehicular access 
altogether.

The complete route is shown on the map above. 
The M42/M6 and the A45 Eastbound will provide 
the only routes out of the ring of closed roads for our 
residents during the race period. 

Access will be sustained, however, for the 
emergency services.

Anyone who will want to cross the race route 
on the day should think how they will approach it 
beforehand. Meanwhile, for those who have always 
fancied viewing a Tour de France style spectacle, 
stroll along to Station Road with your picnic chairs 
and settle down to enjoy the show.V
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Plan Journeys Ahead of Time for May 12th This Year 
Vélo Birmingham & Midlands will be partially cutting Knowle off

Vélo Birmingham & Midlands, 12 May 2019, The Route

Civic Voice is the national charity for pride in places 
that we live in and Knowle Society is a member. It 
is asking local communities to celebrate and support 
their historic High Streets, and Conservation Areas 
on Civic Day, 22nd June 2019.

Given recent concerns about the future of our 
High Street, exacerbated by the impending closure of 
our Lloyds Bank branch, on the back of other bank, 
shop and restaurant closures, this focus is welcome. 

Please consider making a note of the day in your 
diary and making a special effort to shop in Knowle 
on that day, unless, of course, you are on holiday.

Celebrate our High Street on Civic Day, 22nd June
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Calke Abbey, just north of Ashby-de-la-Zouch 
provides a great day out for an early summer’s 

day, a mere 45 minutes drive from Knowle.It is 
reached by leaving the A42 at Junction 13 and bearing 
left onto the A511. At the second roundabout, turn 
right onto the B5006 which is followed to Ticknall. 

In the heart of the village, take a right turn onto 
the A514, which leads beyond the Wheel Inn and 
on to an impressive old and narrow arched stone 
footbridge. Immediately before this, on the right, is 
the entrance to the long driveway leading through 
delightful parkland to the Abbey.

Actually, this Grade 1 listed treasure, now in the 
care of the National Trust, is not an abbey, and never 
was. It is a mansion built in the early 1700s by Sir 
Henry Harpur on the site of the former Calke Priory. 

It remained in the Harpur family for almost 
three hundred years until the sudden death of 
Chares Harpur-Crewe resulted in the family facing 
exceptional death duties and the estate passing to the 
National Trust.

Fascinatingly, on taking over in 1985, the Trust 
decided to keep the building as they found it. It was 
a country house in decline, with peeling paintwork, 
faded interiors and broken furniture.

Nevertheless, decoration and artifacts from much 
earlier times in the house, provide much interest for 
the visitor to enjoy. There is a significant collection 
of treasures brought home by the family over many 
decades, as well as old carriages and farm equipment 
in the outbuildings, an old Brewhouse, a walled 
garden and also deer in the landscaped park,

One third of the extensive parkland is designated 
as a Nature Reserve because of its rarity as a rich 
habitat for wildlife. Some of its trees are considered 
amongst the oldest in Europe. 

Rare species of bird from turtle dove to greater 
spotted woodpecker have been spotted from hides 
provided in the the park and the adjacent wetlands.

As expected at NT properties, refreshments are 
aplenty at the restaurant and café in the stableyards, 
whether morning coffee, lite bites or hot dish lunches 
or the hallmark cream tea and cake selection.

To complete a summer day out, a visiting fan of 
tapas leaving late in the day can call in at the Wheel 
in Ticknall. 

For a more refined meal the Monkey Tree, just 
north of Ashby, has a sound reputation for food and 
offers non-drivers to sample from 200 plus differing 
bottles in their Gin Bar, before the return trip south!

A Day Out from Knowle - to Calke Abbey in Derbyshire
A Grade One Listed Historic House with Gardens and Nature Reserve
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The Eighteenth Century Mansion - Calke Abbey
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In Conversation ... with Jane Perrins and Catherine Elliott Kemp 
Dave Pinwell talks to two representatives of Sing! Bentley Heath 

Jane Perrins (on the left in the photo) is the Music 
Director and Catherine Elliott Kemp is the 

Publicity lead for our local community choir.

Hello, both, I understand Sing! Bentley Heath 
has a big concert coming up?

Jane: Yes, on Saturday 13 April at The Core Theatre 
in Solihull. A big Spring Concert has been our main 
event each year since 2014. It has grown each year 
and we need a large venue now to accommodate the 
audience which we attract.
Catherine: It is a charity concert. Each year we invite 
our members to nominate local charities which mean 
something to them and we all vote to select two of 
these, at our AGM, as our chosen charities for the 
year.  This year we have selected the local branch of 
Parkinson’s UK and Dementia UK’s Admiral Nurses.
Jane: We raise about £4,500 and it is important to 
us that the money is spent locally and on something 
tangible, like equipment. 

Will that be your only concert this year?

Catherine: No, we typically do about twelve concerts 
a year, especially around Christmas and summer, 
anything from weddings and birthdays to residential 
homes and events like Dorridge Day. We do it for 
whoever invites us and gives a donation.
Jane: We always tailor the programme to the audience. 
We have a wide repertoire, anything from the 1960s 
through to contemporary pop, including films and 
musicals. For instance, we do Motown and Elton John 
classics, Ed Sheeran and Adele hits and even songs 
from Les Miserables and The Greatest Showman.

What does it mean to be a community choir?

Catherine: For a start it means that most of our 
members come from Knowle, Dorridge and Bentley 
Heath. We have strong local links. I am a member 
of Knowle Society and have lived in Knowle for 
24 years. Our area, itself, has such a great sense of 
community and the choir reflects that. 
Jane: Yes, Arden, which my son goes to, is a great 
school for the community and we did our first public 
charity concert in Knowle Parish Church back in 
April 2014. The atmosphere was fantastic and the 
church was packed, it is a wonderful memory.
Catherine: We get a great deal of support from local 
businesses here as well, especially those in and around 
Knowle High Street. Last year, Standley and Co 
sponsored our April concert, Palmers sell the tickets 
for us and they also help with the posters. 

I presume you both enjoy the time which you 
spend with the choir?

Jane: Also time at home thinking about the choir! I 
find that, as Music Director, I am picking songs for 
concerts a couple of years ahead. I am incredibly 
proud of how far the choir has come. We are singing 
more challenging music, such as a Karl Jenkins piece. 
Catherine: I love the rehearsals. A stressful day just 
falls away. Singing is so good for you, I am always so 
glad that I went. I am still singing as I come through 
the door when I get home.
Jane: One of the most memorable days was when we 
went to Air Studios in London to cut our charity CD.  
We were all on such a high, we felt like celebrities, so 
many stars recorded their successes there. 
Catherine: And we developed such friendships as a 
result. The day started with Simon Mayo, who used 
to live in Knowle, wishing us luck and giving us a 
name check on his radio programme!

And what of the future?

Jane: It is our tenth anniversary next year and we are 
planning a big splash, so we are hoping for some great 
support. We also are starting the search for a sponsor 
for our April 2020 anniversary celebration concert. 

Thank you both, and best wishes for your 
concert in April and the anniversary year.
(For more details - visit www.singbentleyheath.org.uk)In
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Here is a delightful walk for those weeks around 
Easter when the canal boats start moving again, 

with a choice of points at which to start or turn back. 
Starting at the Boot Inn gives a great opportunity 

for refreshments on finishing. The canalside car park 
on Brome Hall Lane provides the chance for a walk 
of slightly shorter distance.

From the Boot Inn Car Park to Dicks Lane Lock 
and back is two and a half miles, to Lapworth Street is 
four miles. Starting at Brome Hall Lane reduces these 
to two miles and three and a half miles respectively.

From either start point, join the canal towpath and 
turn right to follow it until you have passed the boats 
in the marina. Turn left over the footbridge before 
the lock at the end of the basin. This takes you onto a 
small island between the canals.

Cross another bridge, turn left again and follow the 
towpath connecting the Stratford and Grand Union 
canals. On reaching the latter, turn right to follow 
it southwards. Eventually, you will see buildings, 
including the Tom O’The Wood  pub, to your left as 
you approach a bridge. 

Pass under the bridge and immediately up to 
Finwood Road. Turn left and then shortly right into 
Dicks Lane. This leads under a railway bridge up over 
a rise and then back down to the Stratford Canal. 

If turning back here, turn right, having noted the 
characteristic barrel vaulted roof of the adjacent 
Lock Keeper’s cottage. The towpath takes you to the 
start point (but see the note to the right here). 

If taking the longer route, however, proceed straight 
ahead over the bridge, noting the gap half way across 
which was used in horse drawn barge days to pass a 
towrope through. Proceed up the hill on an ancient 
bridleway and then bear left at a ‘T-junction’ of paths.

This will lead you under a bridge, the M40 roaring 
overhead, and along a wider farm track until you see 
a footpath arrow sign on the right. This leads along a 
further bridleway between the trees until you emerge 
onto Lapworth Street, just north of Lowsonford.

Here you turn immediately left and through a gate 
to follow a hedge, with a farm over to your right. 
Beyond the buildings, the route swings left on a broad 
farm track for just a short distance before another 
sign on a yellow post directs you through another 
metal gate to again follow a hedge across a field.

On passing through the hedgerow at the end, turn 
left briefly and then right to follow the path across the 
middle of a further field, marked by yellow posts at 
each end. Turn left at the far side for a short distance 
before a further post marks a gap through to a canal 
lock, which you cross via a wooden footbridge.

From here, turn left onto the towpath and return 
up past a number of locks to your start point, but see 
the note below.

(Note: it is not entirely clear that the towpath crosses from 
right to left of the canal, across a bridge, at the penultimate 
lock below the marina. This lock can be recognised by the 
wide basin beyond it, which is needed by boats which turn 
out of the connecting arm between the canals.)

A Circular Two Canal Walk with a Choice of Distance
The Grand Union and Stratford-Upon-Avon Canals from Kingswood

Local W
alk
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We have almost 3000 
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the Membership Secretary 
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The Knowle Society Newsletter

The Society gives a warm welcome to the following new Members  We appreciate their support 
and hope they will continue in membership for many years and perhaps become actively involved 
in the work of the Society:

KEEPING IN TOUCH
The main way the Society keeps in touch with you, the members, is through this Newsletter.  
It is much appreciated but suffers from only being issued quarterly, so fails to inform you 
of anything that is going on in between.

One way we can keep you in touch with events and activities between the Newsletters 
is through our dedicated email system.  Emails are sent out only when there is something 
of importance to say, usually a few times a month, and recently have included items on:

• The Neighbourhood Plan;
• Changes to bus services;
• The Local History Centre’s exhibition featuring the High Street shops;
• Changes to our Talks programme;
• Recycling and refuse disposal news;
• How to contact your local Councillors.

If you do not receive these emails and wish to do so, please email me at the address below.  
You are able to stop receiving them at any time you change your mind.

Leighton Jones, Knowle 773894
membership@knowlesociety.org.uk

Library Courtyard Project
The Society is working closely with Solihull Council in developing a plan to make more of 
the Courtyard on front of Knowle Library. It is hoped to secure a grant from the Heritage 
Lottery Fund, as well as some sponsorship, to achieve a transformation of the space.

Key objectives will be to make the area of greater value to the community, to make it 
more attractive, to provide an area where some community activities can take place and to 
make it a space that celebrates our local heritage and Conservation Area, complementing 
the Local History Centre in the Library itself.

Some of you may have seen some early plans when a consultation was held in the 
Library last autumn. If not, you might receive this Newsletter in time to find out more at  
the Library on Thursday 4th April between 5pm and 7pm or Saturday 6th April between 
10am and 12noon. Alternatively, details will appear shortly on the Society’s website.

If you are interested in playing a part in the project, perhaps through sponsorship or 
helping with fundraising, or even by having activities to stage in the new courtyard when 
it opens, please get in touch with me.

Dave Pinwell, 07500 081216
deputychairman@knowlesociety.org.uk


